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THE MEAN MACHINE IS COMING!
Russell Duncan is at present number 2 ranked pilot in
Australia. In fact the only pilot ahead of him is, of course, the
reigning World Champion.
With that kind of talent, you know that when Russell
chooses to fly the FOIL RACER on his European campaign this
year, he has every confidence in the package of performance and handling that makes this such a superb Cross
Country glider.
Fly the FOIL RACER
The glider that makes Cross Country easy.
FOIL RACER 140, 150, 160 & 170 ARE GUTESIEGAL CERTIFIED
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kysailor appears approx. 12 times per
year as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the subscription is
Aus $48 pa. Overseas magazine subscription
is $65 Aus. (sent SAL) . Cheques should be
made payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to
edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributer's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes .
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other contributions is vested in each of the authors in
respect of their contribution.

DEADLINE

.

10th of the month for contributions which
are NOT print-ready.
15th of the month for market place and
anything print ready or on a Macintosh disk.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to :
HANG GLIDING FED. of AUST.
SPORTS HOUSE
508/161 GLOUCESTER ST.
SYDNEY 2000
Tel (02) 251 2704
PRESIDENT
Phil Mathewson
Tel (02) 560 8773 AH

ADMINISTRATOR
Bernie Baer
(02) 251 2704 BH

41tiJtUt-J;I+I·mijll:lpn-1¥t
All Skysailor contributions from
now on should be sent to HGF A
at the above address.

SKYSAILOR EDITOR
You've got me (Phil M.) as temporary Editor until the Convention.
I've always had an idea of what
should go in Skysailor (like more
foreign news) but really the content
depends on YOU.
SO GET WRITING!!
ISSN 0313-363X

For information about ratings, sites and other
local matters contact the appropriate state association or club .
NSWHGA inc (address as for HGFA)
Sec. Vicki James
(02) 476 4848 H
ACTHGA
PO BOX 496
Manuka
ACT 2603
Sec. Anthony Gerrard
(062) 822464 H

OHGA inc
PO BOX 212
Morningside
Old 4170
Pres. Mike Lewis
(07) 351 2188

VHGA
PO BOX 400
Prahran
Vic3181
Sec. Leo Arundell
(03) 857 9732 H

HGAWA
PO BOX 82
South Perth
WA 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 328 1280

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide
SA 5000
Sec. Mandy Cashman
(08) 793829

TasHGA
PO BOX 403
Rosny Park
Tas 7018
Sec. Peter Watts
(002) 282123

+

Nobby Area Sky
Sailing Club (Bris.)
Pres Hank Van Raalte
(07) 2006194
Sec Gary Davie

South Coast Hang
Gliding Club (NSW)
Meetings : Shellharbour
pub first wed of month.
Contact Harry Docking
(042) 967796 hm or
(042) 564388 wk
Stan well Park Club
Pres. Tony Armstrong
(042) 942584
Sydney H G Club
2nd Tues of month
Sports House, 7.30pm
Bernie 251 2704 .
N Beaches H G
Club (Sydney)
Chris South
(02) 635 8206
Newcastle H G Club
Pres. Rick Duncan
(049) 439599
Sec. Alex Boldyrew
(049) 631895

4
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MID NORTH COAST FLY IN
A Nov. & Adv. comp that worked

Capricorn
Skyriders Club
Warwick Gill,
Criterion Hotel,
Rockhampton
(079) 221225
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769
Byron Bay
Skysurfers
Ian Hird
(066) 847328
Central Coast H G
Club (NSW)
Gary Morphett
(043) 846556
Sunshine Coast
HG Club (Old)
Sec. Sandy Stephens
(071) 461722
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The crash and burn column that we
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Albury Wodonga
Club
Tony Dennis
(060) 56 1654

Goldfields Club
(WA)
Jeff Phillips
Mid North Coast (NSW) Ph (090) 21 6861
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Lee Scott
(065) 569692
Joe Scott
(065) 660039
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Dear Mr Baer,
Thank you for your letter of 5 May, 1988
expressing concern about previous levels of
fmancial assistance to national sporting organisations and seeking my support for the
provision of additional funds for sports programs in 1988-89.

In noting your concerns, I am mindful of the
continuing need to restrain outlays growth in
future years and to set priorities on governmental expenditures . Within this fiscal framework,
the question of additional funds for Commonwealth sports programs will be considered in
the 1988-89 Budget context.
Peter Walsh
Minister For Finance
Canberra

Dear Phil,

Dear Editor,
As a non-flying hang glider pilot' s wife, driver,
camp cook etc, I would like to commend Sue
Harris on the great job she did as Editor of
skysailor. I usually beat David to the mailbox
to read it, finding articles interesting and easily
understood; presentation very professional
(especially with the amount of photographs
now published) and the cartoons funny. I wish
her all the best in Europe.

Bronwyn Petrie

I would like to convey my appreciation and
thanks for your kind hospitality extended to me
and my wife on Saturday 13 February at the
conclusion of the World Hang Gliding Championships.
The day certainly instilled an interest in the
sport and I admire those high flying addicts of
the sport.

Dear Mr Baer,

Mr Dawkins has noted your views and will bear
them in mind during any discussions he may
have with his Government colleagues.
Allan Hird
Director
Parliamentary Liaison Section, Department of
Employment, Education & Training
Dear Mr Baer,
The Prime Minister has received your letter of
correspondence of 5 May, 1988 in support of
the campaign by the Confederation of Australian Sport for increased sports funding.
Mr Hawke appreciated your sentiments concerning the Government's approach to sports
development in Australia. The case for a
further increase in sports funding will be fully
considered in the 1988/89 Budget deliberations.

SKYSAILOR
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As secretary of the Northern Beaches Hang
Gliding Club, I have been asked by the members topoinbtout that the April edition of "Skysail-er" (ie NB Club magazine, as referred to by
Sue Harris) is in fact a "Flying Underground"
magazine, which is independent of the NB
club.
To say that the NB promotes "anything illegal,
downright provocative, personally abusive
and anti -establishment" is a gross misrepresentation of what the Club is about. For example,
Long Reef, a site notorious for fatal accidents
in the past, has had only one serious (not fatal )
accident in the past three years, due to knowledge by local pilots (ie NB Club).
Safety education is undertaken at Club meetings, eg at the last meeting an experienced Club
Member, who holds a Commercial Pilot's Licence, spoke on air space restrictions, how to
avoid flying in airspace, how to best make you
and your glider visible to other aircraft and
went on to point out on relevent charts, where
one could expect to encounter air traffic at local
sites.

It was a pleasure to travel to Bright for the
occasion and was the highlight in a busy schedule.
Jim Simmonds
Minister for Local Government

Kevin Gleeson
Secretary, NB Club

I would like to say a special thanks to Phil
Mathewson and Rob and Judy De Groot for
their excellent efforts in the launching of the
Sydney Hang Gliding Club.
For those who missed it, the night started off
with some excellent video footage of some old
Rogallo style hang gliders. A very relaxed and
informal meeting was held, with abundant
enthusiasm from all concerned. Bill Moyes
suggested a towing weekend at Shoal Bay and
many other activities were mentioned and will
hopefully be taken up at future meetings. Phil
then very willingly took those Pr 2 and 3 pilots
through the new rating questions, before the
night fmished off with a video of some unreal
footage of bird flight.
Our sport is much richer for having these
people who are so willing to give of themselves.
Thanks heaps,
Ben Leonard

Brendan Sheehan
Private Secretary
Office of the Prime Minister, Canberra
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Dear Editor,

It is true that some members are involved in the
concepts of "The Flying Underground", but it
is untrue that NB has a "Fanatical desire to
promote anything illegal, downright provocative, personally abusive or anti -establishment!"

Dear Sue,

I refer to your letter to the Minister of 5 May,
1988 about Commonwealth funding for sport.

COMPLAINTS DEPT ...

1 988

Eds Note : Point taken Kevin, but its pretty
hard to believe that "Sky-sail-er" isn't representative ofthe NB Club when your own president, Chris South, was involved in its production and publication!! I personally think that
the "Flying Underground", as its name suggests, should be buried under 6' of dirt.

Dear Editor,
I would like to draw attention to the disappointing experience I have had learning to fly ahang
glider. It has cost me $205 for approximately
3 hours ground training, and one 15 minute and
one 2 minute flight between 9.11.87 and
10.12.87. After that, I heard nothing from my
instructor, Dermot Meaney, who had decided
to go on holidays without a word to me. On the
21.1.87, the day after he returned, I went to see
him. On questioning, he told me that he would
be away again the following day and therefore
had no time to continue my training. He
advised me to find someone else to do this and
felt he owed me nothing . I referred the matter
to the SAHGA who were very sympathetic and
promised to straighten things out. However,
due to Dermot's absence, they were unable to
do anything and when he returned, it was only

for a short while, before he left South Australia
for good. Ilearned on the 14.3.88, more than 5
months after I started my so-called course, that
Dermot (theManager ofNu-Wings Hang Gliding School in S.A.) had left the State.
I feel that I have been treated with contempt,
overcharged and that Dermot Meaney is in
breach of contract. I think that behaviour like
that could damage the integrity of other hang
glider instructors.

and construction sununed up for me your G. A.
blinkered approach to Hang Gliding.
I feel that you were not over charged, the
weather (light winds) and curtailing instruction because it was not safe to continue may
have made it expensive on the third day. On the
other hand your first two days were excellent
value.
Dermot Meaney

Werner Falkenburg

ON FREESTYLE COMPS.
... AND REPLIES
Dear Werner,
Unfortunately due to the nature of our sport
most facets of it are infinitely variable, like our
method of propulsion, mother nature.
This, I sensed, may have been strange to you
when you told me that you did not need any
theory instruction because you had been an
aircraft mechanic on a government scheme
some years ago.

Dear Editor,
The IMB World Freestyle Hang Gliding Masters was run on 18th January, 1988 and won by
Rick Duncan. That makes Rick the first pilot to
be world champion in two diametrically opposed disciplines of Hang Gliding. Rick has
set a precedent by accomplishing this feat and
laid down a new challenge for those who strive
for the title of World Champion.

As far as value for money goes your initial
$135 "Introduction to Hang Gliding" course
was better value than you will get most other
places. A morning of ground school (one on
one with instructor). Most Hang Gliding
schools will not go out with less than 3 students
and quite often 5 learners to one glider. Then
on a separate day you had two tandem flights,
one of about 15 to 20 soaring passes before
landing on the beach - then when the air was
less crowded an 18 minute soaring flight with
in-flight instruction on a fully certified glider
(Lite Dream 220 USHGMA Certified to a
maximum payload of 400 lbs) and adhering to
HGFA's tandem guidelines.
I believe a Tandem Parachute jump is priced at
over $160 and would last between 5 - 10
minutes. In comparison you received over
$300's worth of airtime apart from the mornings ground instruction.
ThenI will admit that your third day, which you
forgot about in your letter, was cut short due to
the wind slowly going off the slope and getting
too light for you to control a glider in. You also
forgot to mention the days we went down the
coast but did not train because of the wind
being too light.
You did mention that I advised you to go to
another Hang Gliding school (not "someone
else") as I would not be able to finish your
instruction. I did not feel that I had to tell you
any of my personal reasons why this was so.
Yes Werner, you did put out some money I also
put in a fair bit of effort and certainly put in time
for you.
Your exclamation of "Bullshit" when I mentioned that most aviation engineers do not fully
understand the intricacies of hang glider flight

Many of the freestylists became aware of the
importance of promoting the event and themselves. In this way it is possible for them to
work themselves into future sponsorship deals.
The pilots who made the effort to be present on
media days earned themselves and the event
valuable publicity and a number of them were
given sponsored gliders to fly in the competition because of their higher profile and overall
ability.

If a pilot wants to fly in a competition which
offers cash for prizes he is entering into the
professional sphere. That makes him, at least
in part, a professional sports person. A successful professional must obviously be able to
perform but that is only half of it. The other half
is PRo This includes organising a media kit i.e.
a brief history and some hot black and white 8"
x 10" prints of themselves. It also includes
making themselves available on media days
and at press conferences. PR for a pilot breaks
down into about 90% hard work and 10%
glamour.
The future looks bright for
Freestyle Hang Gliding. Ithas
it all over Cross Country and
high altitude aerobatics for
spectacle. Many freestyle pilots are adopting the professional approach by establishing good working relations
with the media. The next
freestyle event which could be
announced very soon will
carry a cash purse far in excess
of any hang gliding event ever
held. And that will be just the
beginning.
Dr. John I Coby
Competition Organiser

The Freestyle was also the most media covered
event to date. All the national networks gave
coverage to the event. ATN 7 was our best
friend. They gaveus 24 minutes prime air time.
WIN 4 the local W ollongong station produced
a half hour special featuring the Bruce Daniell
Rick Duncan final in its entirety. It became
delightfully obvious to the media that the visually explosive spectacle of competition freestyle flying can compete with any sport in existence in terms of pure TV spectacle.
The chief concern of any sponsor considering
handing out hard earned cash is the amount of
media exposure the sponsored event and the
sponsor themselves will get. The most valuable exposure for the sponsor is Television.
The job of achieving media exposure of the
sponsored event is called Public Relations.
WithoutgoodPR there will be no publicity and
hence no further sponsorship.
J U L Y

CLUB STRUCTURE
Dear Phil,
Congratulations on adopting a terrific idea. If
this scheme becomes anywhere near as successful as the British club system we should see
a renaissance amongst our mainstream flying
community and a lower incidence of "lapsed"
pilots.
I fully agree with your arguments but disagree
with some points of your proposal. Following
are some alternatives to the proposal.
1. Minimum membership limits should be
reduced to a figure of around 10. Even in NSW
there are places where 30 active pilots would
encompass a huge area, thus negating the idea
of effective communications.
2. It's not that I am a power hungry egomaniac but letting only one club become a
defacto state association runs against your own
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arguments for putting power to the people. It
also makes the state association more or less
redundant. It would be much better to keep the
association intact and send club representatives to HGFA conventions as in Section 7 of
your Proposal.

phone your opinion about this matter. It is a
major change in your association and a chance
to actually make a change for the better.

3. The needs of clubs varies greatly and as
such, funding should only be allowed on the
basis of a budget submitted periodically or on
a "project" basis. This would benefit regional
clubs as the quantity of sites (which require
maintenance/development) per capita is much
larger outside the major cities.

CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE

R.Muller

Dear Phil,

The main details have been published in the
June Skysailor. This year, the points per kilometre are fairer so the reward for good flights
in each category is more even. If you want entry
forms or more details phone me on (049)
454294 a.h.

5. Administration charges should be left for
the clubs to bear as running costs can vary
widely as you know.
6. HGFA should supply a standard constitution as a guide-line only. This is because clubs
may be site-oriented, training-oriented, competition-oriented or socially-oriented. A standard constitution could not cover all possibilities which give a club the reason for its existence.

ANYONE FOR TREASURER?

I am running the 1988/89 Cross Country
League. The Competition commenced on the
1st April, 1988 and finishes on the 31st March,
1989. This allows the results to be included in
the National Ladder when it is recalculated. As
at early June, I only have one entry. Anyflights
in Australia since 1st April are eligible. In
future, please submit flight details within one
month otherwise you might miss out.

4 . For example, it would be silly to spend half
ofNSWHGA club funds on Sydney pilots and
their 10 or so sites when there are possibly
hundreds of sites to accommodate in the rest of
the state.

Safe flying
Chris McDonald

In closing, I would like to urge all pilots,
especially you country hicks, to write in or

call him but got no response. The distance
between us was about 200K.

P.S. I was flying in the Watagans the same time
of Terry Anderson's flight at Goulbum, published in the June mag. I heard him talking over
the CB to his driver about flying up the highway and of the low cloud bank coming in. I did

This letter is really an "advice of impending
retirement". After having been HGF A President for 2 years and (reluctantly) Treasurer for
the past 12 months, I want to let all and sundry
know that I will definitely not be making myself available for any position on the HGFA
Committee after this year's Convention.
For that reason, I would like to invite any
members who have some sort of accounting
background and who wish to put something
back into the sport, to consider nominating for
the position of Treasurer. It is, of course, very
important that our funds and assets are properly
managed and accounted for and to make life
fairly easy for the next Treasurer, I have set up
a simple system for paying bills and keeping
track of things generally. In addition, the Treasurer, like all Committee members is able to play
an invaluable role in our sport's development
by contributing to the policy-making process,
general administrative matters and so on.
If anyone is interested, give me a ring on 261
5066 at work or 398 1902 after hours and I'll fill
you in on the specifics of the job.
Martyn Yeomans

$.A. HILL SOARERS BRING YOU

•••THE PARAPENTE
This exciting new sport gives
you the opportunity to fly with
minimal instruction.
It is very popular with bush
walkers and trekkers as it packs
into a back pack, so you not
only have flight, but a fitness
alternative as well.

~-

.•-.. .•
~-

They can also be towed to
heights and flown in light
thermals for extended flights.
We offer day courses and a
range of new and used
Parapentes.
S.A. Hill Soarers,
telephone 08 234 0516.

-~

~-

.•

-~
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"STREETING
THE
OPPOSITION "
by

"Chicken" George Smith

urses. One pilot is already at cloudbase, and here am I still setting up.
Trevor is still gaining above takeoff, but a cloud is drifting in and good pilots are
bombing out. They should know their own
Beechmont site better than that - must be contest anxiety. For some odd reason the high pilot
is returning headwind instead of going over the
back.

C

An hour passes, leaves are rustling, some gliders are maintaining down a spur, a gaggle of
optimists are down and out of it. Time to go.
I takeoff in lift and Fanatic Wayne joins me. We
try out-climbing each other and reach Trevor,
who has skilfully stayed above us the whole
time. "Let's go!" he shouts.
The territory over the back is new to me. I
choose to go my own way and lose sight of the
others. Sinking to three-grand ASL I thoroughly agree with the constant CB chatter abiout terrible turbulence, but switch off to concentrate. I repeatedly lose height downwind,
return to lift, climb into turbulence. This becomes monotonous - getting nowhere and I
don't think much of the ground area for outlanding. The vario is steadily increasing in
pitch and I'm away at last. Settling comfortably
in my harness I keep widening the turns as the
lift becomes stronger all the way to cloud base.
Gliding downwind I can see that I can easily
clear the mountain range ahead. I'm lucky
enough to get another thermal above that
dreaded 3000ft level. Now what's this? A cloud
street! I've never flown one, but I've practised
across some big bases. I soon fmd how to speed
up and maintain without being sucked up. Uhoh, spoke to soon, whiting out. I glance at the
ASI: 45mph! Wowsers! I didn't think the GT
could go that fast with my light weight. I draw

Photo by Richard Glover

my knees forward, Go Go, Gadget Arms. The
wind noise is intimidating; I refuse to take my
eyes away from my only sign of earth - a tiny
sunlit patch. I soon get clear, and then I'm
worrying about losing height, would you believe.
Visibility is bad, with smoke haze and almost
complete cloud shadow. But my luck is in today
and I get to another could street. When I leave
itlglidedown to a town I can't identify so I call
up on the CB and tell the pilot who answers that
I will phone to the Canungra Pub. But I forgot
to use High Power, and now he thinks I'm at
Canungra. Hang on, the vario is squealing and
cloud is forming . How long has this been going
on? I don't make it to cloud base this time - the
old Loses Thermal in Wind Shear trick.
The only feasible course is SSW following a
bitumen road up a narrow valley, but a tactical
error is my undoing. Ahead I can see a gigantic
volcano plug in sunshine, just begging to be
ridge-soared, but I double-check the low-level
wind blowing some irrigation sprays.
The wind is NOT blowing gently up the valley.
It is blasting across from the west. I decide not
to risk a walk out, and lose height quickly above
the road in side wind. I choose to dive through
ridge lift on the volcano foot hill slope because
of the excellent landing paddock (rather than
green crops) ahead.
Kids rush over from a house and I answer their
questions whilst packing up, unable to resist
adding a few whoppers for them to impress
their mates with. A kindly motorist agrees to
drop me at a telephone in town and nearly make
another tactical error: it turns out he's going
home via Canungra, so I stay glued to my seat.
J U L Y

Back at the pub I discover that no-one else got
above three grand. The competition organiser
had wiped the floor with the others, putting in a
gargantuan effort to land at Kerry. His smile
faded when he learned that I had reached seven
and a half, and landed at Maroon, past Rathdowney.
I've often looked on whilst others walked up to
collect their prize money. Now it was my tum.
"What prize money?", they said. "Congratulations - you just won Round Three of the club
points score competition."

SKYSAILOR
NEEDS MORE
PHOTOS!
So e'mon, raid you photo
drawers and send in any
interesting or amusing
photos;
(in focus, please, and
preferably black and white,
but colour prints or slides
will do).
We'll send 'em back to you
when we've used them.
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Anyone for President?

Short Term Membership

NATIONAL
SITE GUIDE
UPDATE

The bad part about being busy all the time is
that time seems to fly by at an inordinate speed
hardly giving one sufficient time to contemplate what has been achieved. Now and then we
should slow down and move out of the fast lane
for a while. It's like travelling up the same road
by fast car and again by foot. In the car you see
only what is directly ahead and live by speed
and reflex action - on foot there much more
time to think, more time to see the surroundings, more time to take in the beauty of the
world and appreciate it's fmer, subtler points.

At the June meeting we voted to put up the

by Martyn Yeomans

cost of STM to the more realistic price of$20 as
of 1st July 1988 - ie. NOW. This may sound
high but we have increased the duration of STM
to three months (instead of two) as this seems to
be more realistic for students. Schools and authorised club representatives will get $2 agent
commission out of each $20 and all schools and
clubs who require the new triplicate and numbered STM books (which we have already
printed up) are asked to contact Bemie, our
intrepid administrator.

irst, thanks to the many pilots who
sent in details of "their" site/so
Although a "National Site Guide"
is now unlikely to appear in the format originally envisaged, your efforts will not be wasted.

I have stood on the crossroads hundreds of
times and taken interesting roads mainly.
(mind you, I've gone up a few dead ends and
had to go cross country a few times!). But the
best one I ever walked was the one that wound
up at the top of a mountain - and where the
only way down was by hang gliding.
However, much as I love hang gliding and
doing my best for the sport I cannot maintain
the workload and would like someone else to
take over as President.
The job is basically one of liaison and arbitration - with the govt, DoTC, ASC and the various
State committees and clubs. All the HGFA
meetings and the Conventions are, of course,
chaired by the President who has an equal vote
with the other committee members in all policy
decisions.
Our aim over the last three years has been to
foster a good working relationship between
ourselves, DoTC and the other airspace users from ultralighters to airline pilots. We have
done this by taking an interest in, and maintaining a presence at, most of the NAPAC and
RAP AC and DoTC meetings. We have gained
the respect of a lot of the airspace users but need
to continue the battle for acceptance. We can
never win this butwecan build on what we have
achieved and, at the very least, maintain the
status quo. This is a large part of the HGFA
Committee job. Martyn Yeomans, Denis Cummings, Bernie Baer and myself have all attended meetings and I think we have each
learned how the beast of beaurocracy works
and how to survive from within.

Membership Fees

We

again acknowledged the need to change
the membership year to coincide with the financial year and discussed ways of changing over.
One way is to allow members to pay either 6
months or 18 months - with those paying the
18 months fee getting a small discount. . Alternatively we may hit you for the full 18 months
as it means less work for us. However, this may
not be as fair to the membership. Any better
ideas, chaps?
We did not come to an agreement onhow much
the fee will rise for next year but it will definitely increase. Apparently our fees have decreased in real terms since the early 80's and we
need to make an adjustment to at least keep
indexed to inflation. Sorry, but there it is.

If you think you are presidential material and
you want a substantial input into the future of
hang gliding contact me and I'll explain the
fmer details.
As for me, I've typed and typeset Skysailor for
two years and, if acceptable, would like to
continue as Skysailor Editor for another year
until the 89 Convention.
8
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HGFA Administration

We

have established the priorities of our
soon-to-be-released1988/89 budget and the
following are ranked in descending order of
priority:
1.
Funding of Instructor Coordinator
(salary plus travel expenses)

2.
Funding of additional administration
staff to take into account the increased workload on Bernie due to paragliding, PHGs, new
club structure etc.
3.
Funding for the Australian Test Rig.
Although this may not initially appear to benefit the membership, it will undoubtedly lead to
safer gliders through prototype testing and even
lead to cheaper gliders as a large part of expensive overseas certification can be verified here
in Australia.

1988

II

Due to concerns expressed by a number of
people and club committees about the problems
which can arise by pilots simply "turning up" at
a new site and having a fly (ie. without local
supervision), it has been decided to change the
format of the National Site Guide. The problems referred to above are nothing to do with
locals being possessive about "their" sites but
are genuinely based on safety issues and site
administration. For example, many sites have
particular features which can only be fully
explained by a "local" and also as many sites
are in private land, personal introductions and
approval may have to be obtained from the land
owner before flying.
For these reasons, the site guide will now be a
list of sites indicating only the site name and
rating, type of site, nearest town and contact
name/s and phone no/so This will enable say,
novice pilots wishing to take a flying holiday to
map out a suitable itinerary and make contact
with locals before heading off. Naturally, in
some instances such as Stanwell Park and Mt.
Buffalo, full details will be provided.
So again, I appeal to all pilots, especially those
connected with a local "club" (however informal) to send in the following details on "their"
sites:
SITE NAME & RATING, TYPE, NEAREST
CONTACT & PHONE, TOWN & STATE
eg.Cooplicurripa, I to A, Inland ridge/valley
(height), Bob Barnes (Ph), Wingham,NSW.
When the guide is published, the emphasis will
be on pilots fmding out from the local contact
what the specific requirements (if any) are of
the site/s they wish to visit (eg. clifflaunch) and
ensuring that they have logged evidence of their
ability to handle (or safety attempt under supervision) that particular site.
We have received a grant from the Australian
Sports Commission to assist with this project,
so please assist by sending the information in as
soon as possible.

WHAT Is NAPAC AND
WHY Is IT IMPORTANT?
by Marty n Yeomans

II

or about three years now, I have
been involved with NAPAC ini
tiallyas Deputy to Kieran T~psell
and during the last twelve months or so, as
HGFA delegate. Many members have probably never heard of NAP AC and those who have
probably don't have much idea as to what
NAPAC is or does.
Shortage of time due to other commitments,
especially the W orId Championships has
meant I have not, up until now been able to
write a report for Skysailor on what has happened in NAPAC over the last twelve to eighteen months, so here goes ....
1. NAPAC stands for National Airspace
Users Advisory Council The purpose of this
Council is to provide a forum of all airspace
user "entities" (see Point 2) at which matters of
mutual concern/interest can be discussed and
where necessary resolved.

2. The members ofNAPAC include each of
the major airlines, the Military, organisations
such as HGFA, GFA, and AUF; and groups
such as the Australian Federation of Air Pilots,
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association, Regional Airlines Association, and so on. In theory each entity has an equal voice but in practice those representing the most money get the
best hearing.
3. The Department of Transport and Communications is not a member but acts as "convenor" and describes itself as having the role of
the "honest broker" ego attempts to mediate

when differences occur etc. Again, in practice
this does not necessarily happen because it is
the Department which formulates and recommends to the Govemment, changes in existing
regulations or new regulations and if they do
not like something, regardless of NAPAC's
position, it simply won't go through.
4. The importance ofN APAC to hang gliding
(and sports aviation in general) is that we are
able to monitor and, where necessary, oppose
any attempts by the commercial lobby to restrict our activities by say, enlarging control air
space, introducing restricted areas near hang
gliding sites etc. NAPAC also enables us to
keep other air-space users in touch with the
latest developments in our sport.

RECENT HISTORY
In 1984, after much lobbying and discussion,
NAPAC agreed to the general height limit for
hang gliding operations being raised from 300
ft AGL to 5000 ft. ASL. At the time this was
first mooted by Kieran and Bruce Cunningham
in the early 1980's, 5000 ft. seemed pretty
realistic (and it also tied in with the height
above which powered aircraft are obliged to fly
quadrantally, use radios for position reporting
etc). However, by the time the proposition was
approved and promolgated by the (then) Department of Aviation, four years had gone by
and the developments in the sport during that
time meant that 5000 ft was nearly as useless as
300 ft had been previously.
Accordingly, I embarked on a campaign early
in 1987 to have the limit lifted to 20,000 ft ASL
(OCT A). As NAPAC only meets twice a year,
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things happen slowly. Submissions and reports
have to be prepared and circulated; the matter
has to be listed on the Agenda for the "next"
meeting; the Working Group which meets the
day before the formal meeting has to consider
such issues and l)lake recommendations and so
on. As a result, it took about twelve months ie.
three meetings, before my proposal was formally considered at the March meeting this
year. Whilst I had put together a very comprehensive submission explaining where hang
gliding is at these days and why lifting the limit
to 20,000 ft should not present problems to
other air-space users, the proposal drew some
very heated opposition from a few of the
"commercial" delegates.
We have previously lobbied the sports Aviation
sector at last year's RFAC conference and they
were (obviously) quite happy to support us.
Also, strangely enough, the delegate from the
RAAF had no objections and congratulated me
after the meeting on the submission.
However, as there was such strong opposition,
albeit from only a few delegates, the proposition was not considered by the Chairman (a
DOTC man), to have been accepted so in some
ways, it was "back to the drawing board".
To keep the ball rolling, I have, since March,
prepared and sent a short questionnaire to all
NAPAC members asking them (among other
things) to comment on which specific matters
concern them in regard to our proposition that
hang gliders can safely "mix it" above 5000 ft.
ego pilot standards, air worthiness etc. Once I
get all of these back, we can either deal with the
specific concerns raised or suggest compromises if necessary. I am hopeful that the matter
wil be considered again at the next NAPAC
meeting later in the year. If we are able to
satisfactorily deal with the few major critics, I
am confident that we could achieve a more
realistic ceiling for our operations (OCTA)
within a further twelve months.
Stay tuned for the next exciting installment.
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THE POD

LONG

IS DEAD,
LIVE THE DART.

o

o

~er(§
Ph. (02) 560 8773
1, Ducross St, Petersham, NSW 2649

1. Single shoulder rope thro' biner to cleat for adjusting body
position in flight. 2. Aerotowloops . 3. Tow loops. 4. 1" Tube webbing
risers. 5. Zip camera/map pocket . 6 . Slim line para container . 7.
Velcro ballast container w ith side zip for gloves.tow bridle etc, 8, Up
& down leg zip strings, 9 , Velcroed leg zip for safety and easy
removal , 10, zipped bag above legs for XC bag . ties etc.
PLUS: Adjustable leg loops, Adjustable CG point. Adjustable
shoulder pads, Rucksack carry bag. All colours inc!. fluoro,

For almost three years we have been refining the "Dart". We believed,
even then , that the pod was too bulky, too draggy and too warm for Australian
conditions, It had not sufficient adjustment or adaptability for the new style of
recreational flying or competition racing . . "Apart from that the pod was
old-fashioned.
At the World Champs there was hardly a pod to be seen-whereas DART
- type harnesses were there in abundance. The ultimate proof that the pod
was dead.
Our brief from the start was to design a harness that was comfortable,
strong, compact, lower drag but still with provision for ballast, cameras, maps,
XC bags etc . The horizontal position had to be adjustable in fiiQht both for
racing and for easing tired back muscles. It had to be good looking. But most
of all it had to be affordable .
Well, we did it ... then tested it to 18001bs.
At $450 the DART is now Australia 's and New Zealand's best harness. For
comfort. quality, features and price nothing even comes close .
Try one soon.

c

Vario/altimeter combinations don't
come much neater than the new
AFRO POCKET COMB!. Designed as a
paragliding/hang gliding instrument it
fits perfectly on to your thigh, arm,
speed bar or faired upright. Eight DIP
switches on the back allow you to
choose from over 100 permutations of
sound and sink alarm. Its adaptability. compact size and price make it
the best value for both Novice and
Comp pilot alike.
Guaranteed for 1 year .
8 x 7 x 6cm. around $650

o

FEATURES
Excellent sink rate
Easy roll
Slow landing
Lightweight
Certified to British &
International standards
Competitively Priced
Spares available for the CALYPSO
and other AIRWAVE products
For information on the
Intermediate Glider
for 1st Time pilots
contact Mark Mitsos
at

FUTURE
AIR SPORTS
46 George Ave, Bulli , NSW 2516

Ph. 042 674570

THE FLAIR -IS THIS THE FUTURE?
Gunter Rochelt is a professor and lecturer in
Industrial Design and Optimising Energy Output,
he works at Hamburg University, Germany. He
has built solar powered and man powered aircraft
and has become famous for his successful design which, mimicking the original "Tailor of Ulm"
aircraft, crossed the Donau River in Ulm.
The German hang gliding magazine
Drachenflieger put a questionnaire to german
pilots asking them to consider what they thought
was important in glider design. By accumulating
this and a lot of research, Gunter Rochelt was
able to construct the Flair model and prototype
The airirame is made of kevlar, carbon
fibre and fibreglass in a compound curved 'D'
spar which acts as the leading edge of the wing .
It is hinged at the nose and halfway down each
leaing edge.
The Flair was designed to be rigged up in
1 or 2 minutes from the bag but with modifications
to the specification for less weight and production
cost, it will rig up in about 10 minutes.
The weight will be about 30kg maybe
even less. It has a cantilever wing with no upper
or lower rigging and has been tested for up to
10G. The control frame consists of 2 legs of
aerofoil fibreglass with integrated wheels and
handles for the aerodynamic controls at the bottom . There is no base bar.
. The trailing edge is rigid with no billow.
The structure is supposed to be indestructable
and the periormance may very well be the
World's best for years.
The first flights of the Flair were in Castelluccio in Italy where Gunter proved all the claims
he had made in the design and periormance
before the Flair was test flown: a cantilever wing ,
piloted in the Fledge manner and with all the
portability advantages of a hang glider but a
largely improved performance.
The development of the first Flair prototype was, despite its improvement of periormance, a poor compromise without a real reason to
exist practically. But this lead to a concept which
does not compete with the present hang glider
design as Gunter wants an aircraft to close the
huge gap between hang gliders and sailplanes.
Gunter was concerned that although the Flair
was a success the old fashioned concept of

hanging prone below the cantilever wing was as
aerodynamic as a vulture carrying a lamb , and it
was necessary for the pilot to become integrated
in the wing. He then set stared on his latest
project.

Flair 30
Hardly had Gunther Rochelt's Flair rigid wing
been flown successfully and Gunther announces
an even more ambitious project: the Flair 30, a
purely aerodynamically controlled wing with the
pilot in a sort of pod harness on top of the wing.
Most bizarre on this glider which has been tested
so far as a 1/10 scale model, are its flaps - they
reach the full span of the wing and approximately
40% of the wing chord. The outer flaps act as
rudders but the whole flap section can be
trimmed in flight to 60° downwards to decrease
the speed range which varies from 30 to 150 km
per hour with a flap movement of 0° to 60°. The
wing is also fully foot-Iaunchable.
Most rigid wings suffer from bad transportability, this makes them unpopular with hang
glider pilots. Anyone who wants a trailer behind
his car might as well buy a sailplane (provided he
has the money) Rochelt had already shown that
he could fold a rigid wing (his first Flair) down to
a hang glider like package . With the Flair 30 he
thought of something even more simple: the wing
is divided into two halves by unscrewing one nut,
then the flaps of the two halves can fold completely 180° to lie flush with the undersuriace.
Both wing halves together tlien fit into a bag
50x60x600 ems . Which is about the size of four
hang gliders side by side, but in the case of a
rigging area far from the car, the two wing halves
may be carried seperately, each weighing less
than 15 kg.
Further details of the Flair 30: Wing area 12
square metres, span 12 metres, nose angle 159°,
weight 30 kg (including 'harness'), best UD 30 :1
at 60 km per hour and 0° flaps, min sink .5 metres
per second which gives the approach ease of a
good old bog-rog . As for the price of the monster
- only guessing yet!

The Flair 30 has a pilot cockpit and is
aerodynamically controlled through the rudders .
It is filled with special fibre honey comb which
produces 8 times more compression strength
than foam. This will give a structural strength of
10 G for a 75kg pilot and results in a glider weight
of less than 30kg including harness .
Currently the Flair 30 is being tested in
model size to responses in wind tunnels. But
whether a dream or reality it will be proven in
March 1988.
Flair Specifications
Glide angle : 1:18
Sail Area : 14.5 sqm
Span : 11.47m
Aspect Ratio : 9
Double Suriace : 100%
Nose Angle: 147.5°
Battens : none
Breakdown size : 4,4x .8x .25m
V min : under 30kph
V max:100kph
Sink rate: 0.6 - 0.7m/sec at 35kph
2.5 - 3m/sec at 80kph
Best glide: 16-18 at 45 kph
Price DM15000
Flair 30 Specifications
Area:12sqm
Span :12m
Aspect ratio: 14 including winglets
Weight: less 30kg including harness
Breakdown: .6x.5x6m
Rig up time: 1-2 minutes
V min : less 30kph foil flap 30°.
V max : 150kph foil flap 0°
Sink rate: less than 100fVmin at 45 kph
Best glide: 30 with foil flap at 0°
Worst glide : 5 with foil flap at 60° (This can be
compared to a glide of hang gliders in the 1970's)

Translated by Franz Waibl from Drachenflieger
Magazine, reprinted from Airborn, the New
Zealand HGA magazine, and Wings, magazine
of the British HGA.
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STATE & CLUB NEWS .. STATE &CLUB NEWS .. STATE & CLUB NEWS.. STATE & CLUB NEWS.

-------------------------------------BYRON BAY
HANG GLIDING CLUB
SITE CLOSURES AND
IMPENDING SITE CLOSURE
ByronB ay used to be the place where frustrated
city pilots could come and nearly always get a
fly at one of our easily accessible sites. Now it
seems city folk have started buying large hunks
of the local countryside and want to keep it all
for themselves or build airports . Last year saw
the summary closure of Lennox Head, one of
our most popular coastal soaring sites, when
Ballina Airport became licensed. We were not
consulted and subsequent submissions to both
Council and DoTC for concessions have
proved fruitless.
More recently, the owners of the launch at good
old COORABELL RIDGE decided that we
posed a serious threat to their comfortable lifestyle. Apparently they are of the opinion that all
pilots were about to deliberately crash on
launch so that they could sue the property
owners for the shirt off their backs and, despite
a flawless track record with previous owners
and many attempts to persuade them otherwise,
we were barred from using their property. Since
then one of our number seeking to 'test the
water' has been arrested for trespassing.

Monty to all its friends. Most of us learnt to go
round and round in lift at Monty and I have sent
many a prospective XC pilot into the elusive lift
there for the first time. Unfortunately, a couple
of years ago, the owners divided the land up and
sold it. Now we are under notice again. We
may fly only until the new owner's house is
built and then it is another case of farewell, old
friend. Again a new launch is being sought and
I will advise you all of any developments.

If you are up our way, give me a call on (066)
847328 and I' lllet you know where you can and
cannot fly.
In the meantime, cherish the sites that you have
to fly, for the time is upon our free society that
the amount of freedom you have depends on
how much freedom you can afford.
Ian Hird, Secretary

CAIRNS HANG GLIDING CLUB
How's everthing going? Not a lot of flying has
been had from the Rex this month but some
good buoyant air off the Gillies has been enjoyed by a few of the club members and visitors.
(Neville is to be chastised at the next meeting
for buzzing the ramp at the Gillies).

So, with grinding teeth, I have to inform all
pilots that COORABELL is currently closed.
We are active in seeking a new launch and you
will all be informed of the outcome.
Another site near and dear to all our hearts is
MONTECOLLUM, affectionately known as

Don't forget if you need a cup of coffee anytime
your most welcome to call in to see me at
Pavlov a Perfection two doors up from Pizza
Dave's Road Runner Pizza, on the corner of
Mulgrave and Aummuler Street.
Call in for nominations at the next social meeting for 5 competition committee members.
Business cards have been printed so all club
member can get a few off Nev or at the next
meeting.
Lots of FOR SALES
210 GTR Good condition, never crashed.
See Chris Bolton
180 Missile. Always at the top of the stack $600. See Mick
160B Foil. Excellent buying at $1,850, only
1 year old. See Gerry
163 Typhoon. Double surface, faired
uprights, gold anodized, VB $850 IntAdvanced. See Franz or phone 559379.
Probe and GTR are going out at bargain
prices from both Nev ' s and Ernie's.
155 Foil. See Calan or phone 557190
Road Runner Pizza. See Dave with any
reasonable offer
If the weather looks good the Suncorp Games
will be on Saturday. If no good, see you at the
Gillies with or without your gliders as we could
get the ramp fIxed (repaired) and extended.
Call Len to see if we need to take anything on
543195

Looking up the coast from N Brother
Photo Lee Scott.
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See you in the air 198 8

from Marj the Mouth

SUNSHINE COAST H G C Inc.

President: Dave Cookman (071) 461722
Secretary: Sandy Stephens (071) 461722
Meetings on first Fri. night of every 2nd month
at 7.30 pm - Annual General Meeting 5th
August, 1988.
Our Club at present consists of thirty (30)

members with seven (7) members on its Management Committee. It is an incorporated body
and services from Beerwah through to Noosa
and Rainbow Beach and out again to the hinterlands e .g. Montville, Flaxton and the Blackall
Range.
S. Stephens, Secretary

HGAWA
York competition is to beheld at York on the 16
and 17th July 1988. Entry Fee is $20. Contact
Brad Cook on (09) 474 1705 or Mike Duffy
(09) 444 2569

SYDNEY HANG GLIDING CLUB
Meetings are at 7.3Opm on the second Tues. of
the month. The next meeting will be at Sports
House Tues 12th JUly. There is to be a demonstration of parachute repacking + resident examiners + videos + buy and sell + the latest
foreign mags + beer etc.
The tow weekend at Shoal B ay wi th Bill Moyes
et al was blown out but everyone had a good
time so I hear. See you all at the next meeting.
Phil

TAS H G A
With winter just around the corner and the
expected roaring forties associated with this
time of the year, it seemed like aperfectopportunity for training some prospective new
members. With much organisation by David
Allan and myself, the fIrst training weekend for
this year arose. The weekend was organised for
the 3rd weekend in April, with all concerned
staying at the Ross pub.
Thanks to the assistance in training by Peter,
Rohan and Nick, all pilots progressed extremely well for the light and variable conditions prevailing over the State on Saturday.
Saturday night saw a big turnout by most
members along with some members of the
Tunbridge parachutists club, where lots of tall
glasses and stories were poured. The evening
fmished by watching some very entertaining
footage provided by Bret and Dean specifically
for that evening. One can only offer encouragement to them for the hours devoted to the sport
of hang gliding (if you read this prior to leaving
Tassy, please phone David regards converting
some film to tape).

Sunday saw a very weak high over the Tassy,
allowing David and myself to demonstrate the
finer points of nil wind take-offs from Mt.
Franklin (sorry folks, but no significant lapse
rate so no gains).
So with this sudden surge of new members,
David organised the second training weekend
for the following month, he also managed to
coerce Bill and Chris, representatives from the
Launceston Meteorological and Department of
Aviation divisions respectively.
The meeting was organised for Friday, 13th
May, and was attended by most pilots from the
first training weekend, along with the four
advancing pilots in the State.
Bill and Chris had prepared answers to some of
the more ambiguous questions from the rating
forms, plus many more pertinent questions.
Some very interesting facts (even the hot shots
did not know!) about the weather and aviational
restrictions, concerning all pilots in this State
was obtained. Thanks to all those who attended, along with Murray, James and Justin
(students from the first weekend) for coming
down for the night. A special thanks to Bill and
Chris for coming down in your own time and
for the time spent in preparing for the evening .
I am sure all who attended gained immeasurably from the discussions.

SAFETY REPORTS
Pilot:
Logged hrs:
Glider:
Launch:

Bernard Gonsalves
600
Moyes GTR 148
Car tow using Hewitt
Bridle, single release.
Widgee Strip
Site:
Wind strength at launch
Site Info:
approx 5-10 knots.
Injuries:
Two fractured vertibrae
Events:
Car tow launch executed
perfectly. Approach made low over
fence to avoid carry. Forgot about
hanging bridle, which caught fence and
pivoted into ground. Walked away,
experienced pain hours later.

picked up and spun me to the left - too
slow to correct and spun into trees. Hit
dead gum tree which caused damage.
Knocked tree over. Left hand wing hit
first, spinning glider around and then fell
through two smaller trees to the ground.

Logged hrs:
Glider:
Damage:
keel base bar,
Launch:
Site:
Site Info:
knots approx.

Student - Novice
Probe 2
Bent or broken uprights,
crossbar UH outer L.E.
Foot
Flaxton
Wind strength at launch 10

It was interesting to note that no Intermediate
pilots attended the meeting, one can only derive
from this that this State is suffering from severe
'intermediate syndrome'.
Saturday saw a heavily inverted day with light
winds above the inversion. A small demonstration flight from above the inversion was made
after some interesting vehicular hill climbing
events. Sven and Gary were then given some
ground training in what could only be described
as sinking air. With no wind to assist in training, another demo flight seemed in order, so off
to the Tunbridge parachutists club plane strip
for some towing. (Yes we now have access to
the strip). Unfortunately the towing was
plagued with problems allowing me only one
reasonable release. This allowed me to demonstrate the advantages of flying a hang glider to
the parachutists. Thanks to Matt, Philip and
Peter who assisted during towing and for managing to unlock the gate, (I still have the missing
link) so we could get out.
On Sunday, the unexpected happened and the
drought was broken, teaching David and myself not to plan things for the weekend beginning with Friday the 13th.
A special thanks must be given to David for
all the hours spent on the phone organising
both these training weekends, as I now know
that this can be a thankless and disheartening
task.
Mark Esvelt
P.S. To those pilots concerned - WAKE UP.

Photo Rohan Holtkamp. EF6 (40' span) taking off North face Mt Hollowback

Pilot:
Tim Quick
Logged hrs: 170
Foil 150B Racer
Glider:
Damage:
Bent or broken uprights,
crossbars and UH inner L.E.
Launch:
Foot
Site:
Widgee Mountain
Site Info:
Wind strength at launch 15
gusting 20 knots approx.
Site Rating: PR3
Details:
It happened on 17/4/88
11.30am on launch. Injury sustained
was severe laceration of right leg below
knee in calf muscle area.
Events:
Took off too slow from east
face with cross wind from south. Wind
JULY

Details:
It happened on 10/3/88.
Pilot had flown many times in Mars at
this site and handled conditions very well
- but changing from Mars to Probe I told
him he had to go back to beach to learn
to handle faster kite. I was working and
his own flying mate said he could handle
it so he came to Flaxton instead of
beach. Result - he is lucky to still be
flying. He has been banned from flying
this site until he has proven his ability to
fly and handle a faster kite. Very keen
flyer and has since apologised for not
taking Safety Officer'S advice. (AS
REPORTED BY ALF CARTER).
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THE LEGEND OF
KILLARNEY

COMPETITION
CALENDAR

byJ. Makk
Down in S.E. Queensland
Where the mighty thermals blow
There is a site called Killarney
That most of you won't know, ...
It used to be pretty flat they say

But terrible weather brought changes
The ground got so soaked
and the clouds sucked so hard
That they soon had mountain ranges, .. .
Now Killarney makes all its' own weather
and plenty of lift is the norm
But where else can you get
the whole round off the ground
without setting up in a thunderstorm, ...
But it's a good place there
to have a big camp
I'm sure that you'll agree
We'll be going there sometime this year
'cause its where the Nationals will be, ...
But beware of the lift
and the strong down wind drift
Cause it may be much more than you can handle
And it's rumoured down there
Someone got into the air
And ended up in the "Bermuda Triangle, ...
But when it's all over
we'll pack up and go over
to the pub for a couple of beers,
And get the joint jumping as
the party starts pumping
and it's sure one we'll remember for years.

Well the Jillle long weekendwill be one
weekend that Matthew and Ali won't forget
in a hUrry.
Ali Cimen won a flying suit - in his first
ever competition - a great triumph for the
UNSWhang gliding club.
... andMatthew decided to top land-in a50'
high tree. But thanks to Cat man and the
Nissan 4WD crew he was unceremoniously
lowered to the groillld via his harness and a
long length of cable.
In fact a few other Novices had close encounters with trees and undoubtedly learned
a lot about theglide angle of single surface
(and double surface) gliders in down air!

In the Advanced section 16 battled it out
in the quite buoyant air getting to 5000' on
both Sat and Sun. The only problem was
that there were more fliers than drivers
and a few pilots who landed in the
boonies were picked up fairly late.

However, the whole affair was terrific
fun with Mark Richards winning Sat.
with a 35km flight from Bunnoo
(1500'AGL) and local hero Lance Porritt
winning Sunday - only to top land and
breakhis down tubes. Laugh, we couldn't
stop!
Lee and Robyn put on a great weekend
and deserve heaps of thanks.
Phil
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YORK Competition, WA. 16/17 July at York,
WA. Entry Fee $20. Contact Brad Cook (09) 474
1705 or Mike Duffy (09) 444 2569
GILLIES COMP 17/18 Sept. Contact Nev Akers
(070) 512438. Enough cash prizes to cover petrol
costs for top pilots.
ANSETT CHALET CHALLENGE. Eungella, Old,
25 Sept - 2 Oct. Trophies and prize money for
both A & B grade on Nat Ladder as well as Old.
Entry fee $60. Contact Dave Lamont (079)
461157 H
88 NATIONALS. Killarney, SOld. 5-14 Oct 88.
80 pilots max. Meet Director: Ian Hird (066)
847328. More details next month .
NSW TITLES 88 Venue not yet decided. Meet
Director Ian Hird (066) 847328. Details next
month.
89 NATIONALS. Mt. Buffalo area. 26 Jan - 4th
Feb 1989. 150 pilots max. including internationals. More details soon .

by Gerry Gerus
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ell after 3 or 4 months
of hard work by Lyn
and Jack Nash, Wigee
was once again on, at least as far as
we were concerned. But unfortunately, the weatherman was not to
cooperate. After 3 weeks of unsettled weather, things certainly
didn't look like improving . But as
we all know, once things are arranged, it's best to see them
through.
Day one dawned with everyone
enthusiastic to say the least. Everyone up at the top around nine
0' clock anxiously waiting for
those little puffs of wind to start
coming up the front. Finally,
about 11.30, Derek, our fearless
wind tech, was asked to demonstrate his skills and show us
whether it was happening or not,
Well believe it or not there actually seemed to be enough lift to
keep him up and even let him
climb over to the main ridge. That
was all the encouragement that
anyone needed and we all were off
in a matter of a few minutes. Task
was set to Tanzie about 60km
away. This seemed not too hard to
start with but we were soon to find
out different. Squall lines started
to appear along the horizon and
soon we all were battling the wind
and rain. Everyone learned how to
make the most of storm fronts that
day, as the ones who got the farthest were the ones who dared to
stay in the frontal lift and run with
it. Some pilots seemed to handle
those squalls with ease and about
five made goal. All in all it was a
very interesting start to the
comp.and I am sure that most of us
got valuable flying experience.
Day two was better as there
seemed to be no squalls on the
horizon and lots of fluffy CU's
hanging around. Once again,
everyone was up on the hill early
and anxiously awaiting things to
happen. Again Derek demonstrated skills and believe it or not,
once again he rose like an eagle
into the sky and sailed away. Immediately pursued by about 30
mad flyers. The task was 60km to
a spot west of Kilkivan. Condi-

tions were booming with all the
clouds working as they are supposed to and seven pilots making
goal including Verne, two hours
after everyone and after Pete on
the last turnpoint had left and gone
home. We were just about ready to
pack up and leave when someone
said "hey, believe it or not there's
a glider about 5 grand and slightly
to the north of goal". Afterabattle
with his new not so magical racer,
Verne was just making sure he had
enough height to make the final
500m glide to goal. All in all this
was to prove to be the best day of
the comp,
Day three dawned looking very
average, Slightly overcast with
occasional breaks in the cloud.
We also had a little rain that night
that made it very hard going up the
steep section of the track. First
Murray slipped and slid allover
the place and after 5 or 6 attempts,
and a little help from his friends,
made it up. My tum next but by
now the rocks were real slippery
and I ended up winching myself
up. We then hooked a tow rope up
and pulled a couple more up and
fmally Ted McCord roared up
unassisted in his Jackaroo, showing us all how the Aussie four
wheel drives do it. After the previous day's success, Jack and the
task committee decided that too
many had made goal and set a
90km plus task just to sort the men
out from the boys. Fearless Derek
took off once again but made hard
work of it as lift was minimal. No
one else took off. Finally, after
about one and a half hours, the
field was all off. The day was to
prove a hard one as conditions
continued to deteriorate on the
eastern side of the range. There
were many good efforts that day
with most flyers down well before
the goal. The star of the day and
the only one to achieve goal was
Neil Mercharn. Not only did he
make goal but he flew about 25km
further than his nearest competitor. It's performances like this that
make us realize what a world class
pilot can do and just how much we
all have to learn.
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Day fourdidn 't look good at all but
we went up the top to see what it
was like. Finally around 12.30 we
felt a few puffs coming up the front
but pilots were still hesitant hoping for better conditions. Since
they weren't, a 66km task was set
up and down the east side of the
range ending back at the camp but
to our amazement, there was that
white Swan glider sitting in front
of Neil's camp. It seemed that the
master magician of the sky had
done it again when no-one else
could. He managed to fly over half
the course in conditions that most
of us would have considered unflyable. It seems we all have much
more to learn.
The next night the deluge started
and the following day dawned
very overcast and not promising at
all, so a lay day was called. There
was a little breeze blowing in the
large paddock so we decided that
maybe a little towing was possible. Well it turned out to be a
towing marathon with a fair few of
us zooming around the field 'till
almost dark. Mark's new Calypso
really got a workout and demon-

strated its great handling and landing abilities. At least that activity
saved the day. The next day was
worse so some of the pilots decided to go home as conditions
didn't look like improving. Well
they were correct in their judgement as things stayed bad. Finally
things were called quits on Sunday
and trophies and prizes given out.
The first three places were Neil
Mercham, Jack Nash and Geoff
Tulloch. It's a shame that the
weather didn't cooperate but I
think that the flying we had was
interesting and we all learned
something.
Special thanks must go out to Lyn
and Jack Nash for their great organisation of the compo A lot of
work goes into it with not much
reward so good on you, you two.
The people from the local community were great with their hospitality and also did a good job of
providing us with a meal every
night. Let's hope that the next
time the weather cooperates, a
little more and whoever puts on
the comp does as good a job as was
done this year.

MAGIC IS MOVING!
Please note my new address (from 1st July)
for all Magic sales, spares and service is:
WILLIAM WHITE
81 FERRY ROAD
GLEBE NSW 2037
Phone (02) 660 2309
JULY
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P.O . BOX 180, HELENSBURGH
N.S.W.2508
PHONE (042) 942545

HANG GLIDING SCHOOL-STANWELL PARK

SAVE
on

while the Australian Dollar is climbing out.
imported equipment from the U.S.A.

"A RI.MErERS
MODEL 651
VARIO/AUDIOI
DIGITAL ALTIMETER

»

~

CHUTES

FOR ALL YOUR HANG GLIDING NEEDS CONTACT CHRIS AT
AERIAL TECHNICS ON (042) 942545

SKYTECH INSTRUMENTS

"GTR's cross the Alps"

PRESENTS

THE SKYTECH FLIGHTDECK

Now AVAILABLE

in a long-sleeved, pure
cotton T-shirt with our full colour design
of "GTR's cross the Alps" (same as the
back page ad)
~----------------I

I Please send me - - shirt(s) @ $25 each .

I

I enclose cheque/money order for $ _ _

I Tick size
MOL 0
I
I
I
I Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
I
: Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I
I
Postcode
I

L ________________

FEATURES;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

~

•
•
•
•

DIGITRL RLTIMETER, 10 FEET INCREMENTS TD 20,000 FEET
DURL RRNGE RUDIO URRIO (800 FPM RNO 1600 FPM )
DIGITRL RIRSPEED INDICRTOR IN M. P. H
RIR TEMPERRTURE DISPLRY
INTERNRL NICRD BRTIERY WITH LOW BRTIERY UOLTRGE INDICRTOR
12U CRR CHRRGER RND 240U MRINS CHRRGER INCLUDED
YDUR CHDICE OF LEFT DR RIGHT HRND UPRIGHT MDUNT ( ROUND
OR RIRFOIL TUBING) OR SPEEDBRR MOUNT
STRERMLINED CUSTOM DESIGNED INSTRUMENT CRSE
DIRECT FRCTORY SERUICE BRCKUP RERDILY RURILRBLE
12 MONTH UNLIMITED CROSS COUNTRY KM WRRRRNTY
MRDE IN RUSTRRlIR

PR ICE; $785.00
CONTACT; IAN REES
Moyes Delta Gliders P /L
173 Bronte Rd, Waverley, NSW 2024, Australia
Tel: (02) 3875114 FAX: (02) 3874472

AT SKVTECH INSTRUMENTS
54 ROVENA ROAD
MOORABBIN VIC.
PH. (03) 555 4810

STALLS AND SAFE LANDINGS
by

Lex Jones

During the past five years of hang gliding, I
have realised some important principles concerning flying speed and its relationship to safe
landings that rnight prevent some of those painful and expensive landings that surprise most
pilots occasionally.
1. COASTAL SOARING IN MARGINAL

CONDITIONS - THE DOWNWIND LEG
On a small ridge ( 80') I strongly recommend
that whilst "scratching", the downwind leg
should be flown at well above stall speed.

The reason for this is to avoid the glider being
'gust stalled'. Any sudden increase in wind
velocity will stall a glider flying at min sink
speed on the downwind leg, by effectively
reducing the airspeed of the glider.
By flying the glider at stall speed (trying to stay
up), a tailwind gust can start a chain reaction
which ends with the glider completely stalled
and itdoesn't gently nose over, but 'falls' outof
the sky. The gust initially causes the glider to
stall at the root section. The glider then decelerates further due to the dramatic increase in
drag caused by the turbulent airflow at the root
section. This deceleration increases the stall as
does the increased angle of attack caused by the
wing mushing vertically downwards (due to the
reduction of lift). The result is a completely
stalled glider which will need at least 50 to 100
vertical feet to recover. (Modern, flatter gliders
stall more radically than older or training gliders - so beware when updating).
Of course this situation is less common when
flying stronger winds due to the fact that it is
less common to be flying at min sink speed in
strong conditions. However, it still can occur,
particularly on broken ridges which cause
eddies - some of which magnify the gusts.
There is also another advantage in flying the
downwind leg faster than min sink. If you are
'going down', the excess speed will usually
allow you to complete a safe 180 degrees turn
and land into wind whereas if you are flying at
just above min sink than you stand a good
chance of not having enough airspeed to turn let alone fmish the turn and land safely.

N.B. The main comments relate to flying the
DOWNWIND leg - I would fly the upwind leg
in marginal conditions at min sink speed.

2.

LANDING INLAND

If thermal activity is still occurring, any glider
on fmal approach to landing is at risk from wind
gusts.
The classical downwind, base and
a)
final approach represents a certain risk to a
safe landing due to the fact that wing tip vortices generated can disturb the surface tension
of a bubble of warm/unstable air sufficiently to
trigger a thermal (good in theory but doesn't
happen often in practice). The danger lies in
triggering the thermal on or before the downwind leg; then being committed to a final approach in the opposite direction and having to
land in the tailwind generated by the thermal
lifting off. If you decide to use this approach the
risk of triggering a thermal can be minimised by
flying at or faster than best LID speed thus
reducing the scale of the wing tip vortices
(which are most disruptive at min sink speed).
To avoid this problem and maybe turn it to an
advantage, I prefer to use linked 270 degrees
turns behind where I want to land (to lose
height) then come in on a straight final glide.
Airspeed on Final
b)
On an active thermal day there is a high probability that any glider on final approach will be
subject to strong wind gusts from any direction.

STALLING
(Reprinted from 'WINGS'
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Let's face it, if you bomb out and land safely,
you can fly again if and when conditions improve. However, if you crash ....... body and
glider repairs can be very costly.
Finally, modern gliders' sink rates do not increase dramatically in the lower end of the
gliders' speed range and if you can't stay up
whilst flying at best LID speed, then you'll not
have a relaxed flight at min sink speed - and one
minor stall and recovery will lose more height
than flying at LID and avoiding the stall.
J U L Y

Generally, when there is a prevailing wind of
moderate strength the most troublesome gust is
the headwind gust. Due to the fact that modern
gliders have excellent dive recovery, when
confronted by a 15+ mph gust the glider thinks
it is diving. The centre of pressure moves
forward and the glider proceeds to increase its
angle of attack, climb and decelerate. If you
have been spat out of a thermal in a dive then
this is fine. However, if you were cruising in on
a final approach and just approaching ground
level then you will fmd yourself 15-30 feet in
the air with the glider at an impossibly high
angle of attack with no airspeed - radically
stalled with a painful nose in to follow as the
glider executes its designed stall recovery. The
solution is to approach with more speed. With
the glider flying faster, if confronted by exactly
the same gust as depicted above, because the
angle of attack is less when the gust hits the
glider climbs less, decelerates less and still
have enough flying speed to gently nose over,
approach the ground, flare and land safely.
On light and variable days the most troublesome gust is the tailwind gust. If you are
approaching the ground at best LID speed and
are confronted by a tailwind gust then your
glider can be stalled before you have time to
flare - particularly as to successfully land tailwind an early, hard flare is necessary to stop the
glider. So, once again, the answer is to come in
hot and if you notice when you level out at
flaring height that you are rocketing over the
ground be prepared to flare slightly earlier with
a very strong UPWARD flare.

Scratching downwind or coming in on a final
approach inland remember SPEED SAVES.
If we raise the angle of attack too much. the
vortex around the wing cannot remain attached. at a certain angle of attack called the
stalling angle (around 15° to 18°), the vortex
detaches from the wing and is destroyed. The
lift portion of the resultant force keeping us in
the air IS destroyed too. The glider starts to fall
towards the earth . As the glider starts to fall .
It regains the airflow needed to produce lift
and pulls out automatically from the dive
which occured after the stall.
On a modern glider it is possible to stall
very gently and only lo se perhaps 15 feet. The
amount of height lost depends on the severity
of the stall.
When we land we stall the glider a few
feet above the ground .
Slowing down gently produced a mild
stall with a small "pitch break" and the airspeed decaying to perhaps 12 mph . Slowing
down qUickly produces a severe stall with a
large pitch break and the airspeed decaying
to zero before the glider starts to drop and
rotate to try and regain flying speed .
. . The severe stall is useful when landing
In nil Wind. It allows us to stop the glider dead
with no foward speed at all. It does however
require fine judgement since a severe stall
higher than 10 or twelve feet is likely to result
In InJury. Severe stalls practised at heights
allOWing full rotation of the glider may make
the glider tumble.
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PARACHUTES AND THEIR USE

II

inally after three years of belong-

ing to the HGFA. I was able to
acquire a copy of the HGFA manual (from a friend) - our parachute centre is
still compiling the new one. Well I immediately had a read to see what vital facts I had been
missing out of all these years but the sum total
of the information given in the manual is to
prepare yourself for a hard landing and that is it.
Well I hardly think this is adequate information
for something this important. I shall try to
supplement this, as this is your last chance to
avoid serious injury, so this information is vital
to all of us.

3.
You must try and work out the direction
of your spin; this is critical as you must throw
the chute in this direction. If you fail to do so the
canopy will just wind up wrapped around a
wing or some part of the glider.

During my skydiving days I had occasion to
deploy my reserve a few times and as such took
a great interest in its proper use. In hang gliding
we are more fortunate in regard to deployments
as we descend at usually a much slower rate if
we are in trouble, than a skydiver. Thus we
have a little more time to make sure things are
done correctly. In an emergency you should
have your procedure learned by heart so you do
not have to think or start making snap decisions.
There are certain rules to follow and how well
you learn these is how well you will survive. I
think that similar procedures to skydiving
apply to us. The steps are basically very simple
and if following correctly will help to ensure a
successful deployment.

1.
First check that the situation warrants a
deployment. In certain circumstances you may
put yourself at greater risk if a deployment is
notactuallynecessary. The damage may not be
that severe that you are unable to fly the kite to
the ground.
2.
Once you decide to deploy your chute,
do not hesitate, follow your already memorised
procedure as smoothly as you can.

KAMET TOW RELEASE·
WARNING

4. Now that you know the direction in which to
throw the chute, pull the cover off the parachute
container. Try not to let the bridle fall out as it
may tangle, then grab the deployment bag with
both hands if at all possible. If you grab the bag
by the handle and throw it that way; first it is not
possible to make an accurate throw, also if the
bag is thrown by the handle it tends to try and
spin in flight causing a possible tangle in the
lines. Look for an area clear of wreckage then
with as much accuracy and strength as possible
throw it through that space in the direction of
the spin. Preferably make your throw downward and to the rear of the glider as this will
make for a harder throw causing better line
deployment.
5. In the case of an inverted glider which you
have fallen into (sometimes they stabilize inverted before tumbling) unless you are absolutely sure you can put your weight forward
enough to make the glider come over nose first,
do not hesitate to deploy your chute. Most of
the time in the case of an inversion your legs
will be hanging over the back of the sail, they
are heavy and you have a greater chance to
tumble rearward rather than forward. Usually
this ends up in the destruction of the glider. So
if inverted act as quickly as you can as you have
the greatest chance of a successful deployment
if the glider is stable. Immediately uncover
your chute, take it in both hands and throw it
with all your strength out the rear of the glider.
Never throw it up as it would most likely just
fall back on top of you again. After your chute
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One little extra note: I have just completed 5
months of visiting various sights and flying up
and down the eastern side of Aussie. During
that time, I had occasion to pack many chutes
along the way. Most had not been packed in up
to two years. This is a very dangerous practice
mainly because the rubber bands holding the
lines in position deteriorate. This means that if
these fail to hold the lines in position on the bag
the lines may fallout as you grab the bag to
throw it, and then become one big mess around
your body giving you no chance to get the chute
cleanly away. This is your last chance so don't
take it lightly. If nobody where you are can
pack your chute then learn as it is a simple
procedure. Also be sure and renew your bands
every time you repack your chute.
.. N{)'fE.:: f have found that certain deployment
.bitgs afe IiqtproperlY .1l1ade; J~amely yOu need
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There is a definite sequence as the chute is
thrown. First the bridge comes to pull extension, then the lines peel off the the bag and come
to full extension and fmally the last fold of the
lines unlocks the flap of the bag and the chute
comes out. This ensures that the chute is as far
away as possible from the glider when it finally
deploys. If this exact sequence does not happen
you have a much less chance of success.
Well that's about all.
flying.

Good luck and safe

TO BRIDLE

The tow rope can become caught on the
hinge pin even after the gate has opened
(see sketch) leaving the pilot still effectively
attached to the line. This happened to me
and I had to haul in the bridle and remove
the tow rope by hand. In an emergency an
pilot would not have time to do this.
The hazard is best avoided by using a
metal ring on the end ofthetow line or using
a different type of release e.g. the 3-ring or
the "leader rope snap release" available
from saddlery shops and hardware stores
for about $2 - $3.

is deployed try and manoeuvre the glider if
possible to create as much drag as you can to
slow the descent. Then once you have done as
much as you can as our manual says prepare
yourself for a hard landing.

RELEASE GATE OPEN BUT
ROPE JAMMED AGAINST
HINGE/PIN

from a letter by Peter Bolton
EDS NOTE I have it on good authority that,
if you use a metal ring, it should be
GREA TER than 1 inch diameter as even a
1" ring can still cause problems.
1988

Lift and Drag,

~ftt

reprinted from 'Wings'

good and evil in a
balancing act
We were telling a white lie
when we said that lift is what
keeps you in the sky . Drag
has a part to play too .
If you stick your hand
out of a car window at 70
mph , you feel a large force
trying to break your arm.
This is drag and is caused
by the friction of the air as it
tries to flow around your
arm and hand.
This kind of drag affects a hang glider . too ,
pu shing all those tub es and
wires and the pilot through
the air causes the kind of
drag we call PROFILE
DRAG .
There is also the drag
which is made as a by-product of making lift - this is
caused by the friction of the
air molecules moving in the
vortex system around the
wing - and is called INDUCED DRAG.
Both induced drag and
profile drag are trying to
slow the glider's progress
through the air and act in the
opposite direction to the
direction of flight.
The lift created by the
wing always acts perpendicular to the direction of the

IA

\ Resultant

airflow. In a steady glide the
direction of flight is exactly
opposite to the direction of
the airflow.
If we plot the directions
of the forces of lift and drag
we end up with a representation of the force called
"The Resultant" (of lift and
drag) which is what keeps
us in the air.
Lowering the angle of
attack gives more profile
drag , less induced drag, a
higher flying speed and, at
speeds above max glide , a
worse glide angle . The glide
angle is equal to the ratio
between the Lift and the
Drag . This is often called
the L:D ratio.
Rai sing the angle of
attack gives less profile
drag, more induced drag
and a better glide angle
(until max glide is reached).
The resultant of Lift
and Drag stays the same in
steady flight, but is made up
of varying amounts of Lift
and Drag .
By raising and lowering the angle of attack we
can control the speed of our
glider.

Drag

I

Weight

~
Lift and drag work at 90°
to each other, together
they produce a force
calred "The ReSUltant"
which is what keeps us
in the air. Whilst lift and
drag may vary independanlly in level flight, the
resultant will always be
the same - that is equal
to the weight of the pilot
piUS the gTider

In order to keep your wing in the air, a force must be produced - we call this lift. This force
helps us to fight gravity. In order to produce lift with air- air must be made to move . In a similar
way to a rocket which moves upwards by throwing hot gas downwards, the wing produces
lift by moving air downwards . In orderto move air downwards , the wing must move through
the air. As the wing moves through the air a pattern of flow around the wing accelerates the
air above the wing . Air below the wing is accelerated to a lesser extent. The resultant force
produced by accelerating air molecules depends on how many molecules are accelerated
and by how much.

How your
glider flies
1
I.

a....:..
.1

' I

Molecules are displaced from their original resting positions and accelerated. Working left to right across the page the disagrams represent the movements of
just seven molecules in the vortex. There are in fact billions.
The wing shape points this
acclerated air downwards
and thus produces lift.
In fact, the wing rides
along inside a vortex sys·
tem of its own mak ing,
moving the air molecules
and making them work to
produce lift. Each linle air
molecule moves part of the
wat around the circulation
vortex .
This vortex is most in·
tense when the wing is at a
high angle of anack, accel·
erat ing molecules a great
deal. When the wing is
moving at high speed be·
cause of a lower angle of

attack, the molecules are
accelerated less, but be·
cause the wing is affecting
more molecules, the result is
not so different.
At the wing tips there is
sudden ly no more wing to
produce a vortex and so the
vortex formed by the last linle
bit of the wing slips off the
end of the wing tip continuo
ously and is left in the wake'
behind the wing . This wake
vortex continuously robs the
wing of energy, it is called
induced drag . The wing on
a glider makes up the energy
lost by using gravity and de·
scending . In a powered air·

craft the engine replaces the energy lost.
The major measurable effect of the vortex around the wing is to increase the
total air pressure below the wing and de·
crease the pressure above the wing.
Pressure is just another way of describ·
ing the movements of molecules .

Each air molecule moves part of the
way round the vortex

The vortex sheet around the
wing flows off at the tip
producing a tip vortex

JULY
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Funfex

World Production

Adrenalin Junkies?

Also in Drachenflieger, a report on the cardiac According to Drachenflieger, 14,548 hang gliders
effects of hang gliding. A couple of guinea pigs were built in 1987. Biggest manufacturer is La
were rigged with portable devices to record their Mouette , producing 1,800 gliders in the past year.
heartbeat during flight, and the results were Second comes Polaris, 1, 100 gliders; third, Airuncanny. Especially at take off and landing our wave who turned out 1,000 gliders from their
hearts turn out to do overwork: as an average, the British and American factories . 4th are Wills
heart frequency builds up to 97% of the theoreti- Wings ; 5th Moyes ; 6th Bennett Delta Wing; 7th
cal maximum value at take off I landing (the Falhawk (Japan) ; then, in eigth place, Solar
theoretical max. value is 220 minus a persons' Wings , with 550 gliders. Aerial Arts placed 12th
age and indicates the critical area for strokes etc.) building 420 gliders. The total production of
. One single pilot made a grave take off, error eastern Europe is estimated at 900.
As the big growth is contained within the
(which ended alright) this shot his heart rate up to
a frequency of 210 (110% of the max value), hang gliding market, should we consider nearly
others got to around 180. Also the amount of 14,548 gliders either dumped or demolished last
adrenalin , checked before and after flying, year? Seems even harder to believe than that
showed massive production during flight. It number is being produced ...
seems hang gliding is more of a "stress activity"
than any other sport, including car racing , and sky
diving .
So if you want to keep flying , at least keep fit
so your heart will stand up to your sport!

USSR
After a hesitating start, some information about
hang gliding in the USSR is now leaking through.
Vol Libre Magazine reports that there are 15,000
pilots in the Russian Hang Gliding Federation.
The licensing system has five levels , three from
pupil to licensed pilots and two more for "Candidate Sportmaster" and ·Sportmaster". A "Sportmaster" must have done an 80 km XC, an out and
return of 30 km, an altitude gain of 2,000 metres
and a five hour flight. This puts it about half way
between our Delta Sliver and Delta Gold, it
seems.
The Russian Federation recently brought
three Cosmos trikes from La Mouette, fitted for
aero towing. These will be used to introduce pilots
to this new technique.
The Russian distance record was lengthened this summer by Oleg Nedopaka, whose
picture Vol Libre and Dracheflieger publish with
Dracula teeth in his mouthWith a malfunctioning
vario and helped by a good tail wind, after taking
off from a 130 metre pimple he covered 225
kilometres in four and a half hours, an average of
50 km per hour.

Streckenflugpokal
The German XC cup has been won by Franz
Schuller who totalled 374 km on his Bullet, followed by Bob Baier also on a Bullet and Helmut
Denz on an Ace. The best distance after a winch
take off was made by Thomas Schwalenberg on
a Zephir - 66 km .
Also in Drachenflieger - the annual table of
XC flights in the German language area. The nice
thing about this every year is the statistics. As th.e
number of reported flights rises each year. ThiS
year only the flights over 100 km were published
- a total of 136. The gliders most popular on the
list were firstly the Magic, followed by the Vega
(an Austrian 'Magic') and the Moyes GTR. Peculiarly no La Mouette pilots sent in any flight
details.
On the last day of the German League August 22 - 19 pilots succeeded in flying a 101 km
triangle from Fiesch .
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Thalhofer is not a big factory (yearly production
100 gliders) but this German manufacturer has
maintained its place as a typical designer of low
weight, truly shortpacking gliders, which remain
popular with a certain group of pilots in Germany
and Austria.
The various Thalhofer gliders - all bearing
names that end with ...fex - not often looking very
competitive which does not bother the regular
Fex customer. But now, with the new Funfe.x.
Thalhofer seems to aim for a really mean machine. No floating keel pocket, a striking anhedral
and a control frame that has been tilted backwards (the hang loop has been fitted some 20 em
in front of the A frame top) all give it the look of
'today'. Still it only weighs 25.5 kg (or 22 kg for the
light weight version) and this combined with a
wing span of only 9.4 metres makes for easy
ground handling . The glider can be folded
straight to 5.5 metres, shortpacked to 3.8 metres
or even to 1.9 metres which is a transport advantage as well as a storage advantage (Stick it in the
broom cupboard!). Last, but not least, Drachenflieger is very positive about the performance
and the handling of this glider which sells for OM
4650 (about £1,600) and you don't find a lot of
CFX gliders at that price - all with aerofoil uprights
and speed bar and Gutesiegel of course. The
address for more information: Finsterwalder,
Pagodenburgstr 8, 0-800 Munchen 60, GOA.

Aerobatics

Take off at Mt Mitto Photo Pat Finch

Failing Karabiners
Drachenflieger had some research done into
karabiners as another one had failed!
The only way to make sure a karabiner is
completely safe is to X-ray it ; tiny cracks or inside
irregularities may then show. However it seems
that even those defects only become dangerous
after being used for some time. A series of
karabiners of varying brand and age showed a
remarkable connection between age and weakness . Although all tested karabiners stood up to
their in-stamped break load, the older ones only
just did so . The oldest one tested had been used
for three years.
Drachenflieger advises : if you insist on an
aluminium carabiner, then use an X-rayed
one ; else use two (one of which should carry the
load, leaving the other brand new -BD) Better:
buy yourself a stainless steel carabiner. The
stainless steel carabiner in the test was supposed to withstand 5000kilos , but took 61000
before breaking!
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Reprinted from Bart Doets
Euro News' in 'Wings'
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In a long article, Drachenflieger considers the
possibilities and the import of aerobatiCS competition to hang gliding in general. The regular type
of hang glider competition will never be much of
a public performance , whereas aerobatiCS may
draw huge audiences . (Probably hoping to see
blood? - BD) . The yearly lIinx competition at
Roquebrune, France has a good standard of
safety and public success, although last years
comp was rough on competitors as well as the
weather being bad . On other continents, the
Telluride comp is famous as well as ~he Stanwell
Park Freestyle one in Australia, which IS especially attractive to audiences as each competitor
takes off flies a sort of "kur" of aerobatiCS, and top
lands ba'ck on a ridge that is a natural tribune.
Drachenflieger proposes each European
country to send participants to this years IIlnx;
furthermore, to get the FAI to compose a Sporting
Code for aerobatics and to organise a European
Aerobatics Championship no later than 1990.

Switzerland
Not long ago, certain political forces in Switzerland tried to ban hang gliding. As politics sometimes do, this backfired and now ahng gliding has
the same space and rights as sailplane gliding.
For years Swiss hang glider pilots officially had to
keep to a maximum altitude of 150m AGL (well
not that they were very strict about it) but now
there are no more altitude restrictions to hang
gliders (apart from controlled airspace of course).
Also dual flying as well as aero towing got better
(free-er) regulations. Two drawbacks the S"":ISS
hang gliding community had to accept: hability
insurance of one million Swiss Francs minimum
and glider registration.

Turbo Harness
Probably the supoer sleek Klafski harness has
caused some commotion already : an Italian firm
announces a new super streamline easy to
handle pod harness made of Polyester and
weighing seven kilos. More news when I get It!

THE'R MALS
The thermal - a Iwnp of air that is warmer, and
therefore lighter, than the surrounding air. Being
lighter it rises, and rising air as we all know is good,
useful stuff. The more we understand about how the
air rises, the better use we can make of it.
A warm lump of air will not rise in any old
fashion . Regardless of size it asswnes a shape and a
motion which minimises its resistance and disturbance to the surrounding air. It forms a ring vortex, a
giant smoke ring, with the centre pushing upwards
faster than the rest
The shape is like an apple (hence "coring" a
thermal) with the core being where the best lift is. The
outer regions (the peel) hardly rise at all, but as the
thermal clinbs past they are constantly being dra wn in
to form the new rising core. The old core spills out at
the top, forming a new skin for our upwardly mobile
Granny Smith.
This pattern of movement has some obvious but
useful implications:
A) The air at the bottom is converging. Centreing on
the core is easiest here, with the thermal doing what
it can to help. A high angle of bank can produce good

results here, making best use of the converging air.
B) The air at the top is diverging . Here centreing on
the thermal is not so easy and the lift is easily lost.
C) the air inside the core, having just been on the
outside mixing with the surrounding air, can actually
be the coldest part of the thermaL Anyone trying to
use thermal-detecting thermometers beware.
D) The lift is strongest in the centre, becoming
weaker towards the edges. The centre rises at about
twice the speed of the thermal as a whole.
We can play around with this last statement to
arrive at some more interesting observations. Assume you are circling with a sink rate of 3 knots
(300ft/min) and your vario (accurate of course) is
showing a climb rate of 1 knot, you then know the air
you are in is going up at something like 4 knots . If you
are centred on the thermal then the whole thermal is
probably climbing at half this speed, about 2 knots , or
faster than you. This thermal will eventually leave
you behind and YOll will "fall" out of the bottom.
Conversely, if your vario is reading 5 - up , then
the core is rising at about 8 knots . The whole thermal
will then be climbing at about 4 knots, ie slower than
you . This thermal will take you up with it and will
even attempt to spit you out of the top.
Some points we can draw from this are:

· A I-up thermal is unlikely to take you up to a
4000 ft cloudbase, unles s it is a very large one.
This does not mean light lift isn't useful, or that it
won't develop into stronger lift.
· What may seem like a chimney thermal, or
column of lift is probably just the core of a thermal
which happens to be rising at a similar rate to yourself.
· In a strong thermal (3-up plus) you are more
likely to lose the thermal at the top than from the
bottom. How often have you thought you'd fallen out
of the bottom of a thermal, only to see someone else
circle up past you? Modify your search accordingly.
It can even be better to fly inefficiently and stay in the
middle of a strong thermal, than to circle well and be
spat out of the top.
The reason for these scribblings is to provoke is
little thought to improve our ideas of what thermals
are, hopefully helping us to use them better. These
notes are mainly stolen from books which descnbe
laboratory tests. Their application to the real world is
theoretical. If you find your experiences are consistently at odds with the above descriptions , then talk
about it. Write in and say what the differences are.
After all, who better to test and modify the theories
than ourselves?

Julius' interpretation of a pilot's first
thermal - with company!

reprinted {rom 'Wings'

Turbulent Times
Ahead
The time has come to warn newcomers to our sport
that Spring thermals can be rough and that particular
care is needed when flying near to the hill on cold,
clear bright days.
In the Spring we tend to get days when the
condition of the a1r favours small fast moving thermals that can tip your glider to angles that you may
not have flown before.
Avoiding the technicalities of thermal formation and behaviour, you must be aware of the following :
(Looking at fig 1.)
When a bubble of air starts to rise, a circulation is set
up in its outer "skin" by the combination of frictiorr
between the rising air and its surroundings and convection caused by the warm thermal being cooled by
contact with the cold air around it.
In addition, as the warnl air rises cooler air
descends to replace it. Thus, loosely speaking, there
are three areas to concern us.
In the middle where the air is rising fastest
A
B
Where the air is turbulent and where the circulation causes the net upward flow to be much less than
in the core (A)
C
Where the airflow is downwards .
So when you fly along a radius into a thermal

that is "out in space" you will usually feel sink first
followed by turbulence with some lift then the really
useful upflowing air in the middle.
Now look at what happens when this thermal
flows up the face of a hill.
The shape is probably distorted as shown and,
depending upon the gradient of the hill , the thermal
may break away from the face part way up.
In the occasional, extreme case, we can have a
situation as in fig .2 where the circulation at the ridge
side of the thermal may be the augmented by downward flowing air being sucked into the bottom.
When the thermal is large your glider may be
wholly, ormainly, in one of the regions A, B arC with
a fairly gentle transition from one to the other.
When the thermals are small your wing may
span all three regions .
If you are flying close to the ridge and you pass
tangientially through a thermal as shown in fig. 2 your
glider will be tipped violently towards the hill.
Even if, in as much more likely, there is no
down flow between the thermal and the hill the first
time you experience strong lift under one wing tipping you towards the ridge you will probably wish
that you had tried golf instead.
If in such cicumstances you are flying close to
the hill at "min. sink" you are in (dead) trouble!
However if you have enough air speed to start
with, strong roll correction combined with feeling
some more speed should keep you flying.
Don 't push out just because you are heading for
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solid ground. You must have lots of airspeed to have
enough roll control to oppose the thermal and tum
away from the hill.
(Of course, if you get it completely wrong, then
you want the biggest flare that you can manage just
before you pole vault across the hill on one wing tip.
You may also wish to consider the merits of a plea
such as the one that begins "Our Father....... ")
So! In the middle of these bright Spring days
with strong thermal activity that we hope will be with
us soon.
Keep at LEAST 2 wingspans of space between
your wing tip and the hill and do not fly at "min. sink"
until you are well above the edge.
You also need extra care to avoid taking off into
troubles .
These thermals can be felt as gusts and turbulence when standing at the edge. Take off during
periods of smooth wind and pull plenty of speed until
you are well clear of the hill.
I don 't want to cause the newcomer undue
alarm.These conditions can be great fun to fly . But be
aware that these small fast spring thermals combined
with slow pilot reactions, due to inexperience, or lack
of practice through the winter contribute to the spate
of accidents that occur each spring.
If you have doubts about your ability to handle
rough conditions, wait until late afternoon when the
then",,] activity lessens.
Bill Walmesley
Safety Officer, Pennine HGC.
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OR WHAT NOT TO Do AT RAINBOW BEACH
BY SUNSHINE ALF

II

he reason for putting these safety
additions in the Skysailor is because ithas come to my notice, as a
Safety Officer, that a lot of pilots from Interstate and Queensland, are learning to fly and
efinitely NOT having theory lessons.
The flying season has finished at Rainbow
B each for 1988, so it's time to put forward afew
observations from a Safety Officer's point of
view. JackNashandmyselfarepresentonmost
flying days at Rainbow and believe me, we
meet all sorts - 'Gentlemen' flyers and 'Macho' flyers.
But the 'go-for-it' style and quest for Macho
points ofthe would-be 'Hang Gods' will not be
tolerated at Rainbow Beach.. Most of these
Macho types are Novice pilots going through a
"look I can fly like an Advanced pilot". You
Machos take note- nobody comes up and pats
you on the back when you top land or gives you

a hug for a job well done like our footy league
heroes on TV. As Safety Officers, Jack and
myself would rather risk verbal abuse than
splint a broken arm or whatever. This coming
season 1988 - 1989, we will not tolerate Macho
non-defensive flying types. Do not come to
Rainbow Beach and fly unless you are a financial member of HGFA. We are not getting
heavy but over the Christmas/New Year period, 60(70 kites fly Rainbow and a lot of pilots
show complete disregard for their flying mates.
We have to do our job as Safety Officers and
clamp down on those that show complete disregard. Believe me, we will lose this site if
something isn't done. I've heard all the complaints from National Parks & Wild Life Officers, plus the locals that live at Rainbow
Beach,so enough is enough. If Jack or myself
speak to you on any subject or ask for your card,

show us some respect and you will get all the
respect from us (and help) and it won't cost you
acent. Over the next few Skysailors, with Sue's
permission, we hope to put in a few Safety
Rules mostly for the Novices and reminders for
us Intermediates and Advanced pilots.
LANDINGS
Landings continue to be a problem. Setup your
approach with plenty of margin for condition
changes. Don't do more than one thing at a
time. Don't freeze on the bar or uprights. Talk
yourself down, this will keep you relaxed going
over every step you have learnt from your first
day. Think speed when you are making your
approach (tail wind) . Always land facing the
wind no matter what. If you stay calm, in all
these situations, you will have many happy
hours of flying as you will no longer be nervous.

I

I

-----

THE WIND IS FREE!
but Hang Gliders?
As a fledgling pilot flying the cheapest glider in
our Club, the thought of a new glider was a
fmancial unreality, leaving few options ....
robbing the bank seemed like a reasonable idea,
but again it takes money to buy the necessary
equipment and as my wife doesn't wear pantyhose and the rubbers in my sling shot had
perished I was left with the only other option I
could afford ... $PON$OR$HIP!!

ONE PILOT'S WAY T O
FREE FLYING!
flying day to be shown to friends and family
world-wide and as a little extra you can offer
your glider and services for displays and such

HA! HA! SOB! Slobber! HA! was the general
reaction from fellow Club members.

I
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One thing when considering your likely sponsor is choosing one that you feel happy with, as
sponsorship in part is an obligation.
The fact that you are not on the competition
ladder and only hold anovicerating means little
to the average public and sponsors interested in
promoting themselves through an awe inspiring medium (high profile) a well organised
portfolio and some artistic impressions of their
logo on a glider, along with a genuine approach
is a good start.

I tried to look at it mathematically, Australia
has approximately 15 million people and only
around 1500 hang gliders flying, which comes
to an average of255,OOO total sq. ft. of advertising space Australia wide, which equals 0.017 of
one sq. ft of advertising space per person.
(Commit it to memory it might make a good
conversation topic at your next party) .. And
what did all this tell me? ...Nothing! Just that
there is a limited amount of advertising space
available, making it quite a privilege for any
advertiser to· have there name on a hang glider,
and with a flying life of up to and over five
I years, a very economical one. The exposure
gained is more often greater than just the spectators present at the time, at our 'Rex Lookout'
site north of Cairns tourist coaches in their
dozens and hundreds of passers-by stop to take
thousands of photographs of our gliders every
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as in my case ... get your full "nllnllTnhnlrn
published on the front page
well television interviews with the local
maybe even a photo in 'Skysailor'
The possibilities are too numerous to mention
and remember not only are you advertising for
your sponsor but also for our sport.

I received not only money and sign writing
totaling over $2700, but the privilege of carrying the name of one of the most respected
members of our community, Mr Matsumoto
and his more than 700 strong Karate Academy
in Cairns who's interest in our sport is now
growing.
What began as a VISION ended as a (newly
released, keel pocketless, 59 Ib) VISION,
straight from the U.S.!!
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VARIOMETER Ball 651 in mint
condowith one foot increments on
altimeter. $6500no. Phone: Greg
(066) 280356
MARS 170 (Nov.) Red UE white
main , ex. cond o $1400
MARS 170 (Nov.) Sp gold, white.
Good cond o $1200. Phone: (02)
942545
GTR 162 (Int) Surfcoat pink UE,
white top , lime green U/S. Flies
well. No flutters. Good cond .. Must
sell. Pilot buying a world beater.
$2000 ono. Phone : Pete Wilson
(02) 453472

NEW SOUTH WALES
FOIL 150B RACER PLUS (Int) with
Kevlar TIE, longer LE sleeves, fully
airfoiled, speed wires, crimson
mylar LE , lumo yellow U/S. $2950 .
Outclimbs and outhandles everything. Low hrs , exc. condo Ring for
a test fly .
DART HARNESS Demo model ,
virtually brand new, fit 5'3" to 5' 7".
$390 - save $60. Phone Phil (02)
5608773
GTR 162 (Int.)
Dayglo
surfcoat UE.
Lime green
Clean Glider. Looks great.
even better. Phone: Peter
635021 or (02) 453472

pink
UlS.
Flies
(049)

LlTEK VARIO and aircraft
ALTIMETER as unit on bracket
$285 . PA COCOON HARNESS
(medium) with parachute container
and ballast bag $40. Unused tow
bridle $25 . Helmet $20. Hand
fairings $15. Back numbers of
Skysailor, US Hang Gliding and
Wings magazines dating back to
1980, free to anyone who'll take
them. Phone: Peter Meredith (02)
4502344 (BH) or (02) 9595742
(AH)
FOIL 155 (Int) Red, black and white
U/S. White UE and top surface.
NYT sail. $14000no.
FOIL 160B RACER (Int) As new
cond o All white with a red & black
stripe on U/S. also flaired U/R
$28000no
AIRBORNE TRIKE 440 Robin
Motor 210 Moyes Wing no tears
never rolled. Two seater, dual
throttle, brakes, reg . trai ler, spares
etc. (57 mph). $36000no (Will sell
wing sep.) Phone Michael before
11 .30am or after 8.30pm Mon - Fri
(049) 524856
MOYES MARS 170 (Nov.) Black U
E, gold U/S. White mainsail. Good
condo $11000no. Phone: Brad
Cootes (049) 497304
FOIL 160 RACER (Int) Dayglo
orange LE , light blue U/S. Sweet
handling at a sweet price. $2500.
Borgelt INSTRUMENTS. $600

GYRO II 160 (Nov) exc
cond,$1500. Ph Dermot (02) 522
8389
GTR 175 Racer (Int) Very good
cond, low flying hours, green , yellow and white.. $1695 . Grant
Armstrong AH (065) 523733 BH
(065) 537095.
MARS 170 (Nov) Red LE, yellow
main , exc cond, 50 hrs use, $1400.
Moyes Backpack cocoon HARNESS . $150, exc cond o
Moyes POD with parachute, exc
cond, $500. Ph (042) 752747
FOIL 160B RACER (Int) Fluoro
orange UE . Black and fluro orange
U/S. White mainsail. Nov 1987.
Selling because my pink 150B is on
order. Phone: Jenny (02) 6657314
PROBE 11175 (Int) Black UE, rainbow U/S. Very predictable handling . P.A. cocoon harness with
USA chute. Instrument panel with
Snyder altimeter. Ball vario airspeed indicator. Spares include
downtubes crossbar batten profile,
set of Dennis Pagen books, wind
direction indicators, car carry racks
and two helmets .
$1500 ono
Phone: Glenn Mcinerney (042)
713211
GTR 162 (2) (Int) Both in good
cond o Never been crashed. Give
away prices at $1600 and $1400.
Phone: Lee Scott (065) 569692
MOYES MISSION 170 (Nov)
Green, yellow and white.
Low
hours $1900
POD harness Silver/grey $350
Phone : Peter ......... (02) 9812201
(AH) or (02) 5509275 (BH)
GTR 162 (Int) Ex. cond o A bargain
at $1800. Phone : Peter Eedy (049)
293607
VARIO· BALL 651 One foot increments. Mint condo Phone : Greg
(066) 280356
GTR 148 COMPETITION (Int)
Less than 50 hours. Green yellow,
white. Ex. condo Gathering dust.
Have new job. $22000no Phone:
John Selby (02) 3984681 (AH) (02)
2173890 (BH)

COASTAL TOURER 170 (Nov.)
Good cond .. An excellent first
glider. $11000no. Phone : Simon
(049) 682605
FULL RACE MAGIC IV 166 (Int)
Ex . cond .. Low hours . Red mylar U
E White main, gold U/S. $2500
ono. Phone : Phil Flentje (042)
942218
USED PROBE (Int) from the Olford
House of Sodom. Red UE , brown
U/S, flexible tip. Phone: Alan or
Barnie (042) 942919 Wide open to
offers.
PROBE II (Int) in good cond .. One
owner, high performance on a
stick. $650. Phone Steve Noble
(043) 251060
MAGIC III 166 (Int) Surfcoat sail
(white) . $6500no. Phone : Greg
Moloney (049) 831113
GTR 162 (Int.) Red UE, blue and
white U/S. White mainsail. Ex.
cond., outclimbed Steve Moyes at
'86 Flatlands. $1800
POD Stan well Soaring Centre,
$500 .
green plus parachute .
(02)
Phone:
Colin Wardrop
5423025 (B) or (02) 5273106 (H)
GTR 162 (Int) Fully faired, speed
bar and race wires. Dark blue
surfcote LE , white main and U/S.
$2200
GTR 162 RACE (Int) Orange ,
lemon, yellow and white . Eight
months old. $2600. Phone : Vicki
(02) 3875114 (BH)
GTR FULL RACE 162 (Int.) As
new, low hours, exc. cond., white
top, pink and blue U/S. $2800 .
Phone:
Frank Smallman (067)
323306 (AH) (067) 323780 (BH)
Upright lengths for sale, cheapest you'll buy. $65 per 7m length (4
uprights). $60 for anything over one
length . Will arrange shipping anywhere in Australia. Ph Steven
Stokes (049) 292195.

VICTORIA
ALTAIR 165 (Nov.). Good condo
Red and white glider with tight sail,
floating crossbar and leading edge
mylar inserts. Great handling and
good climber. $1100 ono. Phone
JULY
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Suzy (03) 2777942

VISION 3 170 (Nov.) Pink UE, Lt
Blue U/S white TIE only 5 hrs
airtime perfect cond o Suit new kite
buyer. $2150 ono
FOIL 160B (Int.) Blue UE, Lt Blue
and white TIS , blue & special gold
UlS. Ex. condo Flies well. Buying
Racer. $2195 ono.
COCOON HARNESS Red, suit
pilot 5' 11" - 6' 2". $1000no
PROBE II Parts Keel (New). $95
CROSS BAR $60 . Phone : Andrew
or Jeanette (03) 7580091

QUEENSLAND
FOIL 160B (Int) One yr old, good
cond, ex Buffalo lemming. Ph
Gerry (070) 311821
MOYES GTR 162 (Int) White sail,
blue leading edge and yellow under-surface. Fared king post and
uprights . Speed bar. $1000 ono.
Phone Brett Worth (07) 371 1911 ,
a.h. (07) 273 4247
WANTED Instruments e.g. vario &
altimeter or digital altimeter.
Phone : Conrad Woolston (07)
3797763.
160 GYRO II (Nov) Blue and yellow, good condition. $1200
190 MOYES MARS (Nov) Green
L.E. very good cond o $1250
MOYES POD harness red with
white stripes never used, medium .
$400
Red Allendale helmet, small perfect condition $40. Phone : Marie
Jeffery (07) 3978136
GTR RACE 162 (Int) Five months
old. Orange leading edge and
undersurface.
Very low hours.
$2900
MISSILE 180 (Int) Good cond owith
harness to suit pilot 6' 2". Can be
sold separate. $700 Phone: Derek
(07) 3495853 (H) or (07) 27480631
(07) 2757633 (B)

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
GYRO II 160 (Nov) All white, exc
cond., low hrs. $1400.
WANTED Double surface glider to
suit8 sl. pilot. Phone Jennifer (088)
262107
GTR 162 (Int) 6hrs only,
yellow and white main ,
pocket, speed bar, faired
$2000 . Ph Paul (08) 381

blue LE,
red keel
uprights,
6204

GTR 148 (Int.) Good cond o White
$1500 ono.
with yellow UE.
Phone :
Sue Hansen (087)
2768593 (AH)
ATLAS 170 (Nov) (Similar MEGA
II) White/blue double surface. Red!
blue tips. Immaculate condo with
harness. $800 Phone : L. Newbold
(086) 2979388
SKYSAILOR
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GTR's cross the Alps
The World Championship GTR's are now taking
Europe by storm.
Amongst the many GTR converts in Europe is the
flyer and journalist Rene Coulon. He said,
"Moyes has succeeded in mixing the feel of a well
balanced machine with the high flight speed for

which a lot of other gliders have lost th~ir sour'
Summing up the general feeling that the pilots
have for the World Championship GTR's.
If you want to soar over the Alps or just win a few
competitions, contact...

The World Championship GHder.
Moyes California 22021 Covello St..
California 91303. Tel: (818) 8873361 Fax: (818) 702 0612

Moyes Delta Gliders P/L., 173 Bronte Rd. Waverley.2024 N.sW. Australia
Tel: (02) 3875114 FAX: (02) 387 4472

